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volts alternating current for 1 minute between armature
coils and surrounding conducting material, and 1500
volts alternating current for J minute between field
winding and surrounding conducting material.
A non-condensing rim nhall be made with rated load
power factor, voltage, Bteam procure, and superheat
against atmospheric pressure.
Vibration.—Tlw units shall operate smoothly and with-
out undue vibration and noise under all conditions, and
all revolving parts shall be accurately balanced.
Centrifugal Htremw —The revolving field shall be suffi-
ciently strong to resist for 1 minute without injury the
centrifugal stresses produced by 20 per cent, excess
of speed with armature and field circuits open.
Steam Engine .—The features of particular importance in the
steam engine specifications arc* found listed below, although these
specifications do not refer to an engine for railway service.
Type, horizontal, simple, side cranky designed to run
"over/1
Non-condensing.
Rating, 375 hp* at most economical cut-off, at specified
steam pressure, back pressure, and normal speed.
Service, left-hand direct connection to 2i50 kw., 2200
volt7 three-phase, revolving field alternator.
Speed, 200 r.p.m.
Steam pressure to be 1*25 lb» dry Hteiun at throttle.
Back pressure to be 10 Ib.
Superheat, none.
Overload, 50 per cent, for 2 bourn, momentary overload
of 100 per cent, without injury.
Economy expressed in pounds steam per indicated horse
power hour.
Speed regulation shall not exceed 1 J.£ per cent- of normal
speed when full load is suddenly thrown on or off.
The engine shall be designed to operate in such a manner
that the alternating current generator to which it is
connected will operate successfully in parallel with other
alternators of like general type*
D. C, Generators.—The generating unit under consideration
may be a portion of a turbo-generator or an engine driven
machine. In a few instances in small cities direct current

